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ReBranders 

Implemented for the first time in Timișoara,  

then at a national level, ReBranders comes to 

support the institutes to improve their image in 

the locally. 

Based on bringing a big number of 

international volunteers (between 10 and 60) 

who would work in the institutions and NGO found in the 14 locations AIESEC, 

ReBranders wants to develope the local communities based on the ingenious 

advertising methods. 

The international students who participate in this project had marketing experience 

which allows to build a promoting plan for the entities involved in the project. 

The request for the promoting plan involved knowledge about design (Photoshop, 

Corel Draw etc), PR, photography, web and all mixed in a creative way molded for 

the each institution necessity. 

With ReBranders, over 150 international students came in Romania to help more 

than 1000 institutions and NGO. 

 

gROw                                                                          

GROW is an educational non-formal project, 

organized by AIESEC Cluj-Napoca together with 

The School of Values , and sustaind by the Minister 

of National Education. 

This project is made especially for students who are in the 11th or 12th grade. The 

aime of GROW is development of hightscool students personaly and professionally.It 

is structured in 10 training session . The session will be delivered in English by 

international students , during 6 weeks , from 15 June to 31 July. 

The main features of this project are 



 

 The internationalism – supported in English by international students who 

came in Romania thanks to AIESEC 

 The project is develop in Romania’s biggest cities such as: Bucuresti, Brasov, 

Cluj-NApoca, Constanta, Craiova, Galati, Iasi , Oradea, Pitesti, Sibiu, 

Suceava, Targu-Mures, Timisoara, Arad. 

GROW is the only innovative non- formal project from Romania build on a 4-year 

curriculum. The main purpose of this project is to offer a complementary educational 

content for teenagers.. 

Changing Education                                               

Found at the second edition, Changing Education it’s an educational initiative for the 

highschool teenagers from Câmpia Turzii by a few international students AIESEC. 

For an active learning process they have the opportunity to discover and develop 

some personal abillities and working in teams. 

The program is structured in 5 training programs who refers at improvement aspects 

for the practical abilities self-knowledge, taking decisions, understanding the cultural 

differences and assuming the responsability. These will be materialized step-by-step 

during 6 weeks allocated for the project, by the time the students will participate 

weekly at structured themes trainings. 

Changing Education has succeded not just placed the institute in the highschool 

section with european opening and also is opening a “gate” for the internationalities, 

allowing students to discover themselves and their future. They discovered that their 

future is full of oppurtunities. 

Cluj Effect 

The project “Cluj Effect”, organized by AIESEC Cluj-Napoca, began on April 23 and 

was held in Cluj-Napoca within six weeks. During this period, there were organized 

several activities to promote the city. 

In the six weeks period, the project "Cluj Effect" has addressed issues such as 

architecture, traditions, student life and events in Cluj, mentalities and stereotypes 

and cultural mix. 

The purposes of this initiative are the promotion of Cluj-Napoca as a European 

Cultural City along with a detailed knowledge of the sights and natural monuments, 

as well as the promotion of Cluj-Napoca as an important university center. The aim of 

this project was to create physical and online materials (photos, videos, testimonials), 

but also to forward the activities that are going to happen here. What is more, through 



 

“Cluj Effect” it was possible to increase the level of awareness among the students 

from Romania and abroad about Cluj-Napoca's history, values, culture and thus to 

encourage as many students as possible to attend the courses of a university in Cluj. 

ReUse Imagination 

“ReUse Imagination” is a project designed to raise awareness regarding 

environmental issues in Cluj-Napoca. During the event it was organized a debate on 

this issue in order to find possible solutions. Besides the many benefits that were 

provide to the local community, the main goal was to offer students new perspectives 

on other cultures establishing a bond between romanian and foreigner youth. 

heARTs                                                           

The Project consists of a series of workshops held by the internationals with the 

students (gymnasium), where the students have the opportunity to practice their 

hobbies in a multicultural environment. The project encourages the participants to 

focus on their hobbies and believe in themselfs. So the participants will have the 

opportunity to practice their skills in painting, writing, dancing, theatre and 

photography.  

There will be six tracks of workshops each facilitated by one trainee. 

 

 



 

EPs’ testimonials 
 

 

Sabine, ReBranders 
  
I had internship - volunteer work in a project 

"Rebranders" in Romania for 7 weeks. The 

first thought when I applied for this projects 

was - let it be! I wasn’t so impressed about 

it.  

I arrived in Cluj airport and two of LC of 

Romania welcomed me and it made my 

first positive impression - if I will have 

problems I can trust them! So I felt safe. 

After first hour in the dorm where we all Rebranders lived, I had my second impression - 

everybody is very very friendly, and I felt - I am in the right place! Day after day, we become 

more and more closer! We become really good friends! We worked together, we lived 

together, we had fun together, we cried together. We were like a family! These 7 weeks flew 

away! I think time in Romania was one of my best, no (!) the best experience in my life! I 

have really good friends in the world! I gain a huge experience of living together with many 

cultures. I gain great time!  

Third impression? - I will take another AIESEC project next summer!  

Thank you AIESEC! 

 
Shirley, ReUse Imagination  
 
I went to Cluj in May and back to China in June.I 

have to say,Cluj is an amazing city and everything 

has been unforgetable since I came back! I like the 

architecture in Romania,especially the churches! 

Cluj is a peaceful ,beautiful city with kind 

people.The students of your LC are nice, I miss 

them so much! By the way, the lifestyle is totally 

different between Cluj and my hometown,everything 

seems new to me, I love this!  

But about the project, I have to say that I was 

dissapointed. It wasn't planned well and didn't have 

a certain schedule. And the EP is less than I think.I 

didn't spent much time with my partners, what is a 

pity for us. It was my first time to take part in 

AIESEC project, I am so happy that I choose 

Romania, but I think the project should have been 

better.  

 



 

 

Dragana Cvetkovic, ReBranders  

 

Well, considering reception, I disliked the fact that nobody 

waited for me at the station when I arrived during the night, so 

that I had to call the OCP to organize it even though she was 

informed about my arrival. I liked the people I met there, the 

choice of EPs was perfect, we had great time. Moreover, I did 

not like being just with one other EP in Alba Iulia, I consider 

better sending one team of more people, not just 2 persons. 

However, I have to admit that my experience was really fine, I 

learnt a lot, (educations about soft and hard skills was useful), 

People I worked with at the University were hospitable, I liked 

the job of promoting University using various methods.  

 

Dominika, ReBranders  

 

I was working for the Faculty of Business. People we were working for, were friendly and 

helpful, also guys from LC. But frankly, there was no control over our work – if we come to 

work or not, if we finish anything or not. All in all, we didn’t have to do anything. If somebody 

wanted to make a progress in the sphere of marketing, might be disappointed. But…we had 

more free time and for me this little inconvenience with work doesn’t matter. It was great 

summer. The most important thing was just to go to Romania. I spent very good time with 

young people, with some of them I’m still in contact. Cluj was full of life. I really liked the 

atmosphere of summer, many cafes and bars, architecture which, I guess, reflects the past 

and presence of country, events, which took place there – Colors of Cluj, concerts, markets. 

I’m really glad, that I made up my mind and went to Romania.  

  



 

Kathy, ReBranders  

 

This journey is just a dream of mine that I could work 

overseas as well as travel alone. I would like to take this 

opportunity to thank AIESEC in Cluj Napoca for giving 

me this invaluable cultural learning experience in 

Romania.  

Working overseas has enabled me to meet friends from 

more 17 countries around the globe, for instance, 

Poland, Greece, Turkey, Scotland, Tunisia, Italy and 

more. Not only did I understand and applaud the 

uniqueness of their cultures, but also equipped me with 

a more globalized vision and cultural sensitivity.Now, I 

feel like I am a global citizen but not just only a Chinese. 

It was out of my expectation that we were so close to 

each other like a family. We had meals together, went 

shopping together, and travelled together every day. I 

also met a lot of super nice people in Romania. When I 

ask for some strangers for locations, they were very helpful and even drew a map for me. 

This makes me recognize that I should not take everything for granted, which reminds me to 

take the more initiative to help others.  

I also became an ambassador for both Hong Kong and China. I brought some Chinese tea 

and cooked some traditional Chinese dishes for more than 25 people. I also taught them how 

to use chopsticks. They were so delighted and excited to know more about the Chinese 

culture. I will never forget those precious moments. We will continue to keep in touch with 

each other and build a lifelong relationship. It was not the end of our friendship but it was just 

a start. Distant will never be our obstacles to tear us apart and our bonds are unbreakable. I 

really appreciate Facebook and SKYPE, which allow friends from all over the world to come 

together as one. I hope to see them someday and somewhere.  

This internship has given me an unforgettable meaningful learning experience, a greater 

appreciation and admiration of the world, improved my problem solving skills, and developed 

a global network, which I believe will be invaluable throughout higher education and beyond.  

 

Oussama, ReBranders  

I spent some great days in Cluj-Napoca which I call 

the Friendly city.  Regarding my experience. Briefly, It 

was a great experience and rewarding. People were 

very nice and friendly. There was a great deal of 

cultural diversity and exchange as we all came from 

different parts of the world and we worked for one 

project. Your LC is doing its best to ensure a good 

flow of projects and wish you the best of luck in your 

AIESEC JOURNEY AND welcome to Morocco :) we 

have got some nice project. 

 



 

Nazik, ReBranders  
 
Many of my friends and close relatives advised 

me to choose other countries to go abroad, just 

because they were worried and wanted me to do 

my first internship in known (by them I guess), 

already visited places by someone of them. 

Happy that I have my own head and desire to 

reach goals, dreams! To be honest I realized that 

I was accepted to ReBranders project only when 

I finally arrived at Bucharest airport, had a 

thought that soon I would meet that person I 

talked to and many other people I didn't know. I 

was shocked, scared, suprised! Everything was 

so different, and I was very curious about everything I saw. After long hours in train I finally 

arrived to Cluj-Napoca, but wasn't even a bit tired – wanted to do many things and start 

immediately. There I met other internationals, was so worried to screw up, i need to be more 

confident, I know. In my opinion managers of the project are magic, they invited amazing 

people to Romania. Then I spent more time with them, I liked them more and more, I 

understood that I will work with this team and this made me glad, cheerful. I'm so lucky. I 

worked with 3 awesome guys, I enjoyed the spent time with them and my supervisor at the 

faculty of computer science. I wanted to learn about other cultures, to see something new, to 

change my vision etc. I expected many things from my abroad, but no one of them was even 

so close to that I received from being in great city, great country. I want to relive it! Now after 

summer I have many friends from different places, many ideas to improve myself, many 

goals I want to reach, many other places I want to visit and other and other. Great great 

thanks to anyone that made my first internship unforgettable, brought innovations to my 

boring life. I look forward to that day when I have opportunity to go to Romania again, to 

discover other places of this country.  

 

Debora, ReBranders 
  

Joining the AIESEC project in Cluj Napoca has 

been a great experience, one of the most 

meaningful of my life. I spent a great summer with 

people from all around the world and the awesome 

members of the LC gave me a great welcome to 

their country. I had the chance to discover a new 

country and its culture and to improve my 

communication and team-work skills! 

 

  



 

Ettore, ReBranders  

 

It was an unforgettable experience.  

I started on July 27 from Rome and arrived at 

midnight in Romania, Cluj Napoca . There 

were 2 girls at the airport that I was directed by 

to the dorm, it was Saturday night, it was late 

and then all the other guys, the 

"REBRANDERS", were out having fun .  

I was in a room with a Scotsman and a 

Lebanese man both spoke English native so I 

consider myself lucky, very lucky cause I 

shared this experience with 2 roommates who 

spoke excellent English and all were willing to 

repeat the days when I did not understand and 

to teach me everything I did not know.  

We were 30, it was a large group ... and we 

were divided in 5 teams. the project was to 

work for the universities' of Cluj related to 

marketing. then help the universities' to 

promote by creating flyers and posters using 

Photoshop . I was part of a group that 

promoted Cluj-Napoca Youth Capital in 2015 

but we did not have a supervisor, we worked 

on our own and as we all know working alone and hard ..There is no motivation ... I changed 

group and managers of AIESEC supported my choice because they have realized that I was 

a person who did not wanted to waste his time . Then I went to work for Babes University 

which is the oldest university of Romania. During the weekends we travelled to neighbouring 

countries and it was beautiful because we discovered and admired new towns as Brasov, 

Sibiu, Targu Mures, the Castle of Bran. I discovered the Transylvania region full of a culture 

that previously did not know that existed.  

I would like to thanks AIESEC cause gave me the chance to get in touch and share this 

experience in a beautiful city with great people from China, Indonesia, Lebanon, Scotland, 

Italy, Greece ,Turkey ,Poland ,Slovakia .  

I went alone 3 days in Bucarest and was amazing!!  

 

Alexandros, heARTs  

 

My experience in Cluj...  

It's hard to describe it within a paragraph. But if someone asked me three words i would say: 

intense, friends and (good) memories! Me and my 'amigos' discovered the city, the country, 

the culture. Explored the city and also broaden our horizons! I met new faces and places. 

Faces that I will consider friends forever and places that i will always remember! From the 

school to the bars, from Cluj to Brasov, from AIESEC people to my international team, from 

schnitzel to Kürtőskalács, i will always remember Cluj-Napoca, AIESEC and Romania as a 

GREAT experience!!   



 

Soha, ReBranders  
 

 Writing about my summer internship in Cluj is one of the most 

difficult thing which can be asked. Translating all of those 

intense feelings and all of these powerful flashbacks into the 

words is by no means conceivable. For me the whole journey 

was about confronting my fears, facing my doubts and to live in 

the most realistic aspect of life. As an Iranian I had been forced 

to see myself as a stranger, but when I met my colleagues I 

found out how close and how same we are as a human being. I 

couldn't have wished for better friends. Rebranders 2.0 thought 

me how to bear with difficulties, how to accept my own 

weaknesses and how to accept those facts which are not 

pleasant. Cluj-napoca, this small, lovely city gave me a warmth 

which I didn't find in any other city in Romania. It locks its 

beauty in its daily-life. It locks its happiness in its festivals. I 

charmed by intact nature of Romania, by Transylvania's roads, 

by shores of Black Sea and by lovely city-centers. The images from this unforgettable 

experience will rush into my mind until I visit it once more. 

 

Carmen, Grow  
 
gROw is a meaningful project, the whole experience has widen my horizon in appreciating 

the cultural diversity.  

I am from Hong Kong, so we have different mindset and culture. I was lucky enough to make 

friends with the gROw students, I found them more mature and innovative in thinking than I 

was when I was 16 or 17. They have clear plans for future and I was surprised listening to 

their experiences.  

To me, Cluj is a very old city. Unlike the skyscrapers in Hong Kong, staying in Cluj made me 

feel like I was in a village in China. Things are cheap in Cluj (that's why I did a lot of shopping 

and ran out of money in my pocket lol). I didn't have many chances in trying out the 

Romanian dishes, but I do miss the unique sharoma around the Piezisa street. 

 

Stuart, ReBranders  

 

I had a fantastic experience when I came to Cluj-Napoca 

for the ReBranders 2.0 project. I loved the beautiful city and 

all the amazing people I met in my time there. The LC was 

very well organised and efficient and all the local people I 

met from the LC were friendly and helpful, especially Olga 

Fedorencic who worked closely with our team. I loved Cluj-

Napoca and wish I could have travelled more widely 

around Romania and experienced more of the country's 

culture and history. Miss everyone and hope to come back 

soon!  



 

Arjun, Kindergarden 

  

 My internship in Cluj was an 

unforgettable one. Words 

might help but they will never 

be enough to describe the 

love, inclusive environment 

and learning experience I 

had, but I will try.  

The first thing that struck me 

was the similarity between 

India and Cluj. A lot of 

students roamed the streets, 

few tuck shops here and 

there sold the cheapest best 

food, around the 

neighborhood. The locals 

were generally friendly and 

people who weren't from around the locality caught alot of attention(being the only indian 

some people saw was certainly an interesting experience).  

The internship was challenging because I had never worked with kids, and I almost gave up 

by the third day! But the other teachers welcomed me back with warm smiles and helped me 

around with the kids.  

Another highlight to the trip was the warm local committee. The endless memories at Janis 

and at beer time after LC meetings. This was a great tradition I hope to take back to 

Michigan. Infact the experience was so impactful on me that I decided to join my local 

chapter!  

 

Valerie Samantha, ReBranders 

 

I have chosen to go to Romania, especially in Cluj because from what I know, Cluj is a gppd 

choice to study in Romania. I believe I can learn a lot of things there. I was really happy to 

work in Career & Alumni Center because I could learn how to approach students in order to 

become interested in their career, how people see from their own sight to persuade students, 

and also with my best team ever, we can share our knowledge about our own policy about 

Career & Development Center in our university. Beside, of course I also get a lot of new 

friends here! I suggest you that if you are AIESECer and really want to go exchange, please 

choose Cluj and choose Rebranders project. You won't regret!   



 

The next testimonial should be your’s… 

Opportunities are ahead, take advantage of them! 
 

 

 

 

 


